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1 On work days, Rodney aims to catch the 0700 train at his local station. The 0700 train always departs
on time. Each day, Rodney leaves home at 0630. The time for his journey to the station may be
modelled using a Normal distribution with mean 26 minutes and standard deviation 2.4 minutes.

(i) Find the probability that Rodney arrives at the station in time to catch the train. [3]

Rodney would like to be at least 99% certain of arriving at the station in time to catch the 0700 train.

(ii) What is the latest time, to the nearest minute, that Rodney could leave home? [4]

The 0700 train is scheduled to arrive at Rodney’s destination at 0805. Each day, over a period of
30 days, Rodney records the actual journey time. He finds that the sample mean is 67.4 minutes and
the sample standard deviation is 2.45 minutes.

(iii) Find a two-sided 95% confidence interval for the mean journey time for this train. [4]

(iv) Comment on the scheduled 0805 arrival time in relation to the confidence interval found in
part (iii). [3]

(v) Comment on the appropriateness of Rodney’s sample. [2]

2 The numbers of Manx Shearwaters flying past a bird observatory each day, for a sample of 15 days
this year, are as follows.

191 224 278 300 281 217 412 490 410 433 360 376 365 290 178

(i) Records show that for several years the median number per day has been 280. Use a Wilcoxon
test to examine, at the 5% significance level, whether there has been an increase in the numbers of
Manx Shearwaters flying past the observatory this year. State your null and alternative hypotheses
clearly. [12]

(ii) What assumptions about the variable being tested and the sample used are necessary when
carrying out this Wilcoxon test? [2]

3 A brewing company wishes to test a large crop of hops for the presence of a particular fungicide.
The agreed safe mean level of fungicide is 50 mg/kg. The brewing company measures the amount of
fungicide in each of a random sample of ten specimens taken from the crop, with results in mg/kg as
follows.

45 49 37 41 51 46 47 46 44 53

(i) Use these data to estimate the population mean and standard deviation. [2]

(ii) Use a t test to examine at the 5% significance level whether this sample provides evidence that
the mean level of fungicide in this crop is less than the agreed safe level. State your null and
alternative hypotheses clearly. [9]

(iii) What assumption is necessary for the above test to be valid? [2]
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4 A researcher is monitoring the presence of bacteria of a certain kind in a river. He collects a random
sample of water specimens from the river, each containing the same volume, and counts the number
of these bacteria in each specimen. He believes that the number of bacteria in these specimens may
be modelled using a Poisson distribution.

(i) Write down the conditions for a Poisson model to apply. [2]

The researcher’s results are as follows.

Number of bacteria, x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ≥8

Observed frequency, f 17 26 48 40 32 17 15 5 0

(ii) The sample standard deviation is 1.762, correct to 3 decimal places.

(A) Verify that the sample mean number of bacteria is 2.9. [2]

(B) Do these statistics give you any reason to doubt the appropriateness of the Poisson model?
Justify your answer. [2]

(iii) Taking 2.9 as an estimate for the mean of the underlying population, use the appropriate
cumulative probability tables to find the probabilities corresponding to x = 0, x = 1 and x ≥ 8.
Hence obtain the expected frequencies corresponding to the observed frequencies for these values
of x. [5]

The expected and observed frequencies are used to carry out a test of the goodness of fit of the Poisson
model. The cells for x = 7 and x ≥ 8 are merged. The calculated statistic for the χ2 test is 9.032.

(iv) What is the conclusion of the test when a 5% significance level is used? Justify your answer
using an appropriate critical value. [4]

[Question 5 is printed overleaf.]
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5 As part of a survey to determine whether television viewing preferences differ between females and
males, a random sample of 250 people is taken. The television viewing preferences are classified as
film, drama, news, sport, music and wildlife. The results are as follows.

Female Male

Film 26 20

Drama 24 12

News 29 10

Sport 24 39

Music 14 17

Wildlife 15 20

Total 132 118

(i) A test is to be carried out to examine whether these data provide any evidence of an association
between these classification factors. State clearly the null and alternative hypotheses. The
following tables show some of the expected frequencies and corresponding contributions to the
test statistic. Calculate the remaining expected frequencies and contributions. Carry out the test,
at the 5% level of significance. [11]

Expected frequencies Female Male

Film 24.288 21.712

Drama 19.008 16.992

News 20.592 18.408

Sport 33.264 29.736

Music

Wildlife

Contributions to
the test statistic

Female Male

Film 0.120 67 0.134 99

Drama 1.311 03 1.466 58

News 3.433 10 3.840 42

Sport 2.580 02 2.886 12

Music

Wildlife

(ii) Discuss briefly how television viewing preferences differ between females and males, as shown
by the contributions to the test statistic. [3]
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